Yellow Room  
Gina C, Annie, and Flor  
Activities for the week of 06/15/2020

**Activity 1:** Story  
**Learning Objectives:** Language Development  
**Materials:** Book “Bubbles Bubbles” by Sesame Street

**Activity 2:** Song  
**Learning Objectives:** Language Development and Gross Motor Skills  
**Materials:** Song “Bubble Bubble” by Barbra A. Scott

**Activity 3:** Blowing and Playing with Bubbles  
**Learning Objectives:** Develop Visual Skills, Sensory, Language Development, Fine Motor Skills, Hand-Eye and Foot-Eye Coordination, Oral Motor Skills, Spatial Awareness, and Social Skills  
**Materials:** A bottle of liquid bubble solution with wand

**Book Link:**  
https://youtu.be/ExMYQVFg7As

**Song:**

“Bubble, Bubble”

Bubble, bubble,  
Turn around.  
Bubble, bubble,  
Land on the ground.  
Bubble, bubble,  
Float up high.  
Bubble, bubble,  
Float towards the sky.  
Bubble, bubble,  
Float down low.  
Bubble, bubble,  
Land on my toe.  
Bubble, bubble,  
Stop, stop, stop!  
Bubble, bubble,  
Now go POP!